uLink: user-defined deep links in mobile apps

Web deep links are instrumental to many fundamental user experiences, such as navigating from one web page to another, bookmarking a page, or sharing it with others. Such experiences are not possible with individual pages inside mobile apps, since historically mobile apps did not have links equivalent to web deep links. Mobile deep links, introduced in recent years, still lack many important properties of web deep links. Unlike web links, mobile deep links need significant developer effort to be exposed, cover a small number of predefined pages, and are defined statically to navigate to a page for a given link, but not to dynamically generate a link for a given page. We have built uLink, a novel deep linking mechanism that addresses these problems. uLink is implemented as an application library, which transparently tracks data- and UI-event-dependencies of app pages, and encodes the information in links to the pages, when a link is invoked, the information is utilized to recreate the target page quickly and accurately. uLink also employs techniques, based on static and dynamic analysis of the app, that can provide feedback to users about whether a link may break in the future due to, e.g., modifications of external resources such as a file the link depends on. We have implemented uLink on Android, and tested with 36+ apps. Compared to existing mobile deep links, uLink requires minimal developer effort, achieves significantly higher coverage, and can provide accurate user feedback on a broken link.

Mobile Deep Links

In [5], we introduced uLink, a lightweight approach that addresses the above problems. uLink requires minimal developer effort, it supports dynamic link creation, and it achieves significantly higher coverage than existing mobile deep links. Moreover, it is compatible with existing mobile deep links (i.e., the underlying mobile OS handles them in the same way). This enables many novel user experiences that so far existed only in the web.

A key challenge uLink addresses is improving coverage – creating links to any app location (referred to as app view or view hereafter), including to the ones that depend on previous views or on user interactions. uLink uses two key mechanisms. The first mechanism is shortcut. uLink continuously monitors for explicit data dependency between successive runtime views in an app. In Figure 1, view (a) launches view (b), by providing the location “New York, NY” selected by the user in (a). In some cases, e.g., if (a) and (b) are separate Android activities (i.e., pages), uLink can transparently capture the data transferred from (a) to (b) and encode it in the link to (b). This allows uLink to quickly invoke the link to go to (b), without first going to (a). More importantly, it improves coverage to views that depend on data from previous views (location in this example). Shortcuts do not cover all app views. The view shown in Figure 1(c) is created when the user taps on the “POLLEN” tab, and there is no explicit data transfer between (b) and (c) for uLink to capture – both views are within the same Android activity. To create links to such views, uLink uses a limited form of record and replay. uLink continuously records UI actions in the current view, and encodes them in the link (we call this a shortcut-and-replay link). When the link is invoked, uLink first directly navigates to the most recent shortcut-reachable view (e.g., (b) in Figure 1), and then replays the UI actions to navigate to the target view.

Figure 2 shows two examples of links: the first link points to page 598 in a Kindle book, and the second encodes the sequence of actions for requesting a lift in the Lyft app (the result is the dialog for entering payment). After being saved, a link can later be invoked to quickly access the view, by taking shortcuts to views that depend only on data encoded in the link (e.g., book page), and/or by replaying, in the background, the
UI events encoded in the link (a clickable button in the second link in Figure 2), the uLink library simply invokes the page launcher method with properly structured messages assembled using the parameters stored in the URE. We call these shortcuts-only links. The above idea is simple and can be implemented by overloading the launcher method of the framework page class.

The above technique of intercepting data passed between pages does not capture UI events within a page, and hence is not sufficient to recreate a UI-driven view. To support such views, uLink adopts a limited form of record and replay: uLink continuously intercepts all messages triggered during user interactions, and associated event handlers that are fired. To reduce overhead, uLink monitors UI events only in the current page, when the user moves to a different page, the UI events of the previous page are discarded. To create a link in a UI-driven view, uLink encodes two pieces of information in the link: (1) input parameters to launcher method of the current page (same as shortcut-only links), and (2) UI events that lead the user from the page’s default view to the current view. When the link is invoked, uLink first launches the page’s default view by using its page launcher method, and then replays the UI events to navigate to the target view. The UI events are replayed in the background, allowing the user to see the same click-and-go experience as shortcut-only links. We call such links shortcut-and-replay links.

**Figure 2. Examples of shortcut-only and shortcut-and-replay links.**

Existing mobile deep links support stateless views only. They cannot observe the internal state of the app (i.e., they live outside the app), and this is precisely the reason why they cannot cover stateful or UI-driven views that depend on states (e.g., location selected by the user) and UI events (e.g., tapping on a particular UI element inside the app). In contrast, uLink supports links to all the three types of views, and thus achieves its high coverage goal.

**KEY MECHANISMS**

uLink uses a novel technique called shortcuts to generate links to stateful views. We observe that a page in an app is usually instantiated through a launcher method responsible for rendering the page in the foreground (startActivity/intent/options) in Android and prepareForSegue (uiStoryboardSegue in iOS). This method usually exports as input a description of the page to render and possibly other parameters, which are not readily known to processes external to the app. Our key insight is that uLink can program links to stateful views by demonstrating: by observing how views are assembled during user interaction, uLink can learn how to re-construct them. Specifically, uLink constructs a message representing the view to the page launcher method, so as to infer message structures and input parameters necessary to render a view: uLink observes the message structure and input parameters in a URE generated for the view. To open a saved link, the uLink library simply invokes the page launcher method with properly structured messages assembled using the parameters stored in the URE. We call these shortcuts-only links. The above idea is simple and can be implemented by overloading the launcher method of the framework page class.

**Figure 3. uLink can replay correctly a link to Page 2 in case (a), (c), and (d), and in case (b) if the file doesn’t Change after link creation.**

Compared to record and replay tools [6] [7] [8], this approach does not require any recording start point, and it is much faster. On the other hand, it is limited by the fact that it captures only UI events (button clicks, checkbox selections, etc.). Capturing I/O and sensor access operations would bring us closer to the ideal of deterministic replay, but monitoring these events would lead to unsupportable overheads in terms of annotations that developers would have to provide, in terms of OS modifications, or in terms of runtime overhead. By capturing only UI events, uLink has the upshot of creating lightweight but low-coupled deep links and heavyweight but high coverage full-blown record and replay.

**LINK VALIDATION**

An important challenge uLink must address is identifying links that may not open correctly at some later point in time. Broken links are common in the web as well. A link may not open correctly e.g., if the target view opens a file that is deleted after the link is saved, if a user is logged out from the app, or if some UI events cannot be captured or replayed (e.g., Android does not provide APIs for applying long taps on list items). uLink provides feedback to users (or applications on their behalf) at the time of link creation and of link execution. Let us consider the example of file system resources through the four cases shown in Figure 3. A user opens a link to a URL that the current view is saved into the Bookmark app. Links are opened by clicking on them. (2) Users browse lots of content inside their apps (e.g., hotels to book, restaurants to visit, news article to read, and sometimes would like to be able to search through “all the stuff they have seen,” and not through all the content those apps (or the web) offers. Stuff I’ve Seen app (right-hand side of Figure 4) transparently logs content the user sees in apps, indexes it, and provides a basic search capability.

**EVALUATION**

The uLink library was integrated successfully in 34 Android apps. Among the top 1000 Android apps, we selected apps based on popularity and compatibility with Android 5.0 from a variety of app categories, with the exclusion of games.

**Developer effort**

uLink is implemented as an application library. To make an app uLink-enabled, a developer includes the uLink library and extends the uLinkPage class provided by uLink, instead of the original Page class provided by the underlying framework (this is needed to overload the framework’s page launcher method). Once the library is added, shortcut-only links are readily enabled. To support shortcut-and-replay links, app developers must add one line of code in each UI event handler of the app. We counted how many LoCs we had to modify to integrate uLink in our 34 test apps. To obtain an estimate for closed source apps, we counted the LoCs after decompiling the app to Java source code using the dex2jar (dex2jar) [9] and jd-gui (JD-GUI) [10] tools. On average, shortcut-only required to change only 8.4 LoC in the app code. The smallest effort was 1 LoC.
LINK COVERAGE AND CORRECTNESS

We evaluated whether uLink can provide high coverage of an app views. We picked 6 apps, and manually enumerated all possible views in them. Then, we manually saved links to every such view, and opened them to verify whether the result was correct. Across the 6 apps we found that on average there were 35 views one may save in a link. uLink provided coverage for 71% of them (see Figure 5). In particular, shortcut-only links provided an average of 19 links per app, and successfully enabled links to almost all pages’ default views in the tested apps. The unsupported links were mainly due to failures in replaying UI events caused by binary instrumentation. In fact, for NPR News, the only open source app of the 6 we tested, the coverage was 91%.

We also explored whether uLink can generate links that are reliable over time. We found that links are relatively stable over a short period of time (e.g., 50 days after link creation links still work) and provide the expected content. Links with dependencies on file system, sensors, and databases can break. We conducted a controlled study and found that in 94% of the cases uLink could detect a broken link and provide detailed feedback on the root cause (e.g., a file was deleted). uLink currently monitors only file system dependencies at fine-granularity. With the addition of fine-grained database analysis, we expect the accuracy to be close to 100%.

CONCLUSION

uLink is a novel approach to enable deep links in mobile apps. uLink is distributed as a small library that developers include in their apps with tiny changes. Compared to mobile deep links, uLink provides higher coverage of an app views with less developer effort. uLink goes beyond the state-of-the-art: it provides links that are stateful and that can be specified by a user on demand, and it achieves these benefits without incurring large resource overheads nor modifying the OS. Although usability is not (yet) a goal of our system, uLink provides the first elements towards that goal: fast experience, no specification of a session start point, and feedback for links that may not work properly.
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FIGURE 5. Link coverage with 6 apps (NPR News is open source, others are closed source).